Abstract. A novel shared aperture metasurface (SA-MS) for wideband radar cross section (RCS) reduction is respectively. 
Introduction
With the development of electromagnetic stealth technology, researchers are paying more attention to the metasurface (MS) due to its excellent manipulation for electromagnetic waves. On a broad scale, electromagnetic band gap [1] (EBG), high impedance surface (HIS) [2] , frequency selective surface (FSS) [3] , [4] , polarization rotation surface (PRS) [5] , [6] , artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) [7] [8] [9] [10] , perfect absorbing material (PMA) [11] [12] [13] [14] and spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SSPP) [15] , [16] could be classified into the category of MS, among which AMC (easy processing and flexible in manipulating the reflection phase) and PMA (extremely low profile) draw increasingly interest of the researchers.
On the one hand, the structure of AMC is first proposed by D. Sievenpiper in 1999 [7] . In 2007, based on the phase cancellation principle, Paquay proposed a MS composed of AMC and perfect electronic conductor (PEC) with a chessboard arrangement to achieve RCS reduction for the normal incidence [8] . However, the RCS reduction bandwidth is restricted because the bandwidth of AMC is limited and the reflection phase of PEC is a constant. To this end, Zhao [17] presented a MS composed of a single anisotropic element with an orthometric permutation and the 10 dB RCS reduction bandwidth is expanded to 32%. In addition, Galarregui designed two different AMC unit cells to obtain an effective phase cancellation in a broader frequency band, the RCS reduction bandwidth is broadened as a result [18] . In 2016, Wan proposed an AMC unit cell loaded the pin diode to produce binary states of "1" or "0" and a broadband RCS reduction is obtained by controlling the states of AMC with different phase responses [19] . On the other hand, the research on PMA proposed by Landy started in 2008 [11] , while the half-power bandwidth (HPBW) of PMA is usually less than 5%. To expand the HPBW of PMA, Zou superimposed the different resonance modes within a lattice by placing different size of the units with an aperiodic arrangement and the HPBW is increased to 32% [20] . In addition, the multilayer structure [21] and loading lumped components [22] also give a path to broaden the HPBW of PMA. In summary, for the MS constructed by the elements of AMC, the key for RCS reduction lies in the utilization of reflection phase information to achieve phase cancellation, while it is the utilization of amplitude information for PMA to achieve perfect absorption for the incident wave. However, the RCS reduction bandwidth of the MS hasn't been broadened efficiently because the reflection phase information of AMC at low and high frequency bands is usually neglected and the reflection phase information of PMA is less taken into account in the existing literature.
In consideration of the situation, in this paper, we arrange a PMA lattice and two AMC lattices in a way of shared aperture with an aperiodic arrangement. In this way, not only both the amplitude and reflection phase information of PMA get a comprehensive utilization due to its absorption for the incident wave and phase cancellation with the two AMCs, but also the reflection phase information of the two AMCs gets a more efficient utilization at low and high frequency bands. As a result, the low-scattering bandwidth of the shared aperture metasurface (SA-MS) is dramatically broadened attributed to the cascade connection of multiple RCS reduction bands.
Structures and Simulation Analysis of MS Unit Cells
The unit cell of PMA is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The structure was used to design low-RCS microstrip antenna because of extremely low-profile and insensitive to the polarization of the incident [12] . The top layer etched a rhombus-shaped gap in a metallic patch while the bottom layer is covered by the intact metallic patch. The middle layer is FR4 with a thickness of 0.5 mm, a relative permittivity of 4.4 and a loss tangent of 0.02. The two AMCs both are composed of two metallic layers separated by a dielectric substrate with a thickness of 3 mm, a relative permittivity of 2.65 and a loss tangent of 0.001. The difference between two AMCs lies in the upper layer, where it is a square patch for AMC1 while it is composed of two different sizes of patches in a chessboard arrangement for AMC2. Table 1 gives the specific structure dimensions of the three MS unit cells.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the reflection characteristics of the MS unit cells are calculated by HFSS14.0, which is based on the Floquet port and master/slave boundary conditions to simulate the infinite periodic units. From Fig. 2 (a), reflection amplitude of the PMA is almost 0 at 5.1 GHz, indicating its impedance is matched to free space and achieving perfect absorption for the incident wave. At the same time, the two AMCs both show total reflection for the incident wave at the range of 4.5 GHz-15.5 GHz. In addition, the in-phase reflection bands (-90°< reflection phase < +90°) for both AMC1 and AMC2 are 5.12 GHz-7.36 GHz and 8.32 GHz-15.5 GHz and the corresponding 0-phase frequencies are 6.16 GHz and 11.78 GHz, respectively, while the frequency is consistent with the resonant frequency for PMA. Figure 3 gives the phase difference curves of the three MS unit cells, where ∆φ 1 , ∆φ 2 and ∆φ 3 represent the phase differences between AMC1 and AMC2, PMA and AMC1, and PMA and AMC2, respectively. A black dashed line of which ∆φ = 180° is intersected with the three curves at point of Pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), and the corresponding frequency points are
10 GHz, 6.13 GHz, 6.91 GHz, 10.59 GHz, 12.01 GHz]. To simplify the expression, the unit cells of PMA, AMC1 and AMC2 are replaced by the number of 1, 2 and 3. M ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) represent the working modes when ∆φ = 180° between two different unit cells. In this way, there will be five working modes of M 11 , M 12 , M 23 , M 32 and M 13 , as a result of perfect absorption for incidence of PMA, phase cancellation between PMA and AMC1, PMA and AMC2, AMC1 and AMC2, and AMC2 and AMC1. The RCS reduction bandwidth of the metasurface will be greatly expanded due to the cascade connection between five working modes. 
Design and Simulation of SA-MS

Array Design of SA-MS
Considering the scattering pattern of a MS containing U × V elements, and which could be converted into the radiation pattern of an active array. According to the superposition principle of electromagnetic wave, the total scattering pattern of the MS can be expressed as:
exp j sin cos sin sin exp j
where Firstly, in order to maintain the periodicity of MS unit cells as well as avoid the amount of computation being too large, a lattice which contains 5 × 5 unit cells is generated. The three kinds of lattices construct a MS array including 4 × 4 lattices in a way of shared aperture. Meanwhile, the lattice of PMA not only needs to achieve the absorption for the incident wave, but also needs to accomplish the phase cancellation with the lattices of ACM1 and AMC2 at different frequency bands. Then, amount of the lattices of PMA, AMC1 and AMC2 is set as 6, 5 and 5 after considering the tandem of PMA and mutual dependence between the three MS lattices. Lastly, to make the value of F(θ, φ) minimum, the ergodic algorithm is employed to calculate all the cases of layout. Assuming 1, 2 and 3 represent the lattices of PMA, AMC1 and AMC2, respectively. As a result, the optimal layout of the SA-MS is: 2 1 3 1 3 2 1 3 .
Based on (1), (2) and the reflection phase information from Fig. 2(b) , we can quickly get the scattering pattern of the SA-MS before the full wave simulation [23] , [24] . For example, when f = 6.13 GHz, which means d ≈ λ, φ PMA = π, φ AMC1 = 0, φ AMC2 = 2/3π. The mode M 12 is excited due to the phase cancellation between PMA and AMC1. Then the scattering pattern in theory can be obtained in 0.36 s using the MATLAB 2013b, as shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the reflected energy flux is mainly distributed along the diagonal line compared to the PEC and the peak value is decreased from 16 dB to 7 dB. The results verify the validity of the design method before the full wave simulation. 
Full Wave Simulation
For a further study on scattering performances of the SA-MS, the structure model based on HFFSS14.0 is shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 7 gives the RCS reduction curves of the SA-MS compared to the PEC under x-and y-polarized normal incident waves. From Fig. 7 , the monostatic RCS of the SA-MS is reduced at least 3 dB from 4.88 GHz to 14.36 GHz for both x-and y-polarizations. On the condition of x-polarization, except the few frequencies around 5.44 GHz, a more than 6 dB RCS reduction band is achieved from 4.86 GHz to 12.44 GHz, while the bands are 5.04 GHz-7.6 GHz and 9.04 GHz-12.64 GHz on the condition of y-polarization. Meanwhile, it is known to us that the SA-MS possesses five modes including curves in Fig. 7 . It is anastomotic with the first four points proposed in Fig. 3 , but the fifth mode M 13 is not driven. The problem can be attributed to electrically large dimension for the SA-MS at high frequency, increasing mutual coupling and higher-order mode. Figure 8 provides the scattering patterns of PEC and SA-MS on the condition of x-polarized normal incidence at 5 GHz, 6 GHz, 7 GHz and 10.52 GHz. When f 1 = 5 GHz, the reflected energy is suppressed at the area of space where PMA located, which is attributed to perfect absorption for the incident wave of PMA. When f 2 = 6 GHz, the phase cancellation between PMA and AMC1 decreases the reflection waves at the normal direction. When f 3 = 7 GHz, the scattered energy flux is diffuse for the far-field pattern due to the phase cancellation at low frequency band between AMC1 and AMC2. When f 4 = 10.52 GHz, the phase cancellation at high frequency band between AMC1 and AMC2 diminishes the scattering field. At the same time, more reflected energy is lumped at the normal direction because PMA is equal to PEC at this time.
To further illustrate the mechanism of scattered field decreased, the surface E-field distributions of the SA-MS working at the modes of M 11 , M 12 , M 23 and M 32 are depicted in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9(a) , lattices of PMA show strong electromagnetic resonance at 5 GHz, so RCS of the SA-MS is reduced due to their absorption for the incidence. From Fig. 9(b) , lattices of AMC1 show the property of zero phase reflection at 6 GHz due to its resonance under normal incidence. At this time, the reflection phase of PMA is 180°, so the phase cancellation occurs between PMA and AMC1. From Fig. 9(c) , f or the M 23 , the surface E-field of AMC1 lattices is the greatest. Although it is not a 0-phase reflection for AMC1, the phase difference between AMC1 and AMC2 is 180°, which can be inferred from Fig. 2(b) . From Fig. 9(d) , lattices of AMC2 show stronger electromagnetic resonance at 10.52 GHz, so the AMC2 reflects the incident wave with an almost changeless phase. Meanwhile, the reflection phase is close to 180° for AMC1, the phase cancellation between AMC1 and AMC2 make RCS of the SA-MS reduced as a result.
Fabrication and Measurement
To verify the validity of the simulation results, the prototype of the SA-MS was fabricated and its reflectivity S 21 was measured using the vector network analyzer at the anechoic chamber, as shown in Fig. 10 . What is more, the distance between horn antennas and the sample is 1.6 m, which is greater than the tenfold wavelength of the lowest measured frequency 4 GHz, meaning the condition of farfield test is satisfied. Figure 11 gives the measured RCS reduction curves, from which we can observe that the fractional RCS reduction bandwidth (greater than 3 dB) reaches 95.8% (4.98 GHz-14.14 GHz) for both x-and y-polarized incidence. Additionally, for the x-polarized waves, the band of 6 dB RCS reduction is 5.04 GHz-13.02 GHz, while the bands are 5.06 GHz-8.66 GHz, 9.22 GHz-12.12 GHz on the condition of y-polarization. Contrast the measured results with the simulations, it can be found that the reduction bands and the peaks are coincident with each other. However, it should be noted that the measured curves are unstable at the range of 8 GHz-12 GHz, which leads to the discontinuity of the 6 dB reduction bands for y-polarized incidence. This can be summarized as the fabrication errors, inaccurate angle between the sample and horn antennas, the experimental environment does not perfectly 5 satisfy the condition of ideal Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR) and so on. After repetitive measurements, the measured results are in reasonable agreement with the simulations. In summary, the property of wideband lowscattering of the SA-MS is confirmed.
Lastly, we provide the comparison between different MS structures stated in the Introduction and the proposed SA-MS, as shown in Tab. 2. It can be seen that the RCS reduction bandwidth of SA-MS has been distinctly expanded after arranging PMA and AMC in shared aperture with an aperiodic arrangement. In addition, the SA-MS can achieve RCS reduction in multiple approaches due to its multiple characteristics of unit cell, which include phase cancellation and perfect absorption.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method to design a MS with the property of wideband low-scattering. The simulated and experimental results both can verify the availability of this idea after arranging the lattices of PMA and AMC in shared aperture. In a word, the research findings enrich and develop the methods of designing the wideband low-scattering MS.
